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The Penis Dialogues 

The Long and the Short of IT 

by VIAN 
 

Act 1 
 
The set is the interior of a middle class house - living room and kitchen, downstairs bathroom 
with light on, toilet seat up of course.  In the kitchen, sink below a window looking out to the 
street and a white refrigerator positioned to face the audience so it can be used as a projection 
screen. Dishes clutter the counters.  Sink has dishes and pans sitting in soapy water.  There is a 
tall, mushroom shaped cookie jar, a fruit bowl with some blackened bananas.   
 
There is also a den, the Man Cave, with very large TV which can be seen from all seats in the 
house, and a card table with 4 chairs upon which a couple of beer bottles, can of pop, bowl with 
tortilla chip crumbs, poker chips and cards strewn as they would be after the last hand had been 
played, crossed swords above the fireplace, guitar propped up in one corner, a mike stand 
nearby,  there is also a baseball bat, and a set of golf clubs leaning against another wall. 
 
At the intersection of the Man Cave and kitchen there is a stairway to an upper floor, fenced by 
a balustrade.  We see doors to various rooms, presumably the Master bedroom, bathroom and 
other bedrooms, slightly ajar, lights off.  Facing the audience, separating the doors, is a stretch 
of white wall which can also be used as a projection screen. 
  
Roger, a middle aged man, maybe 55, with a big belly stands with a dish towel over his shoulder 
and is at the sink, swabbing out some glasses.  He moves back and forth to the den, tidying 
things up as he goes, purposefully and seemingly in a hurry.  Back at the sink, turns the venetian 
blind - looks out - closes it. 
  

Roger, turns toward the audience, absent mindedly scratches his balls.  Catches himself, 
steps front and center. 

  
Ah, you're here.  Sorry.  Every night I start the Dialogues, I get into the scene and forget what 
this is all about.   
  

He strolls a bit, comes back.  Stands very close to the front of the stage - as close as he 
can get to the audience. To people in the front row. 

 
 Hi there…thanks for coming.    
 

Looking further out into the audience…points at someone. 
 
 Thanks…good of you to come.  Nice to see you. 
  

He walks to the Man Cave, takes the mic off the stand then steps down into the audience 
- approaches any woman in the front row. 
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Hi…what's your name?  Shakes hands.   
 

To another.   
 
What's your name?  Thanks for coming to the Dialogues.   
 

To another… 
 
And what's your name?   You didn't actually think it was going to be a Dialogue did you?  
  

He walks back to the sink and does a bit more tidying up.  Returns to front of stage. 
  
Now, you all know this is called “The Penis Dialogues”.  There will be no unnecessary chit chat 
about vaginas. Definitely no monologues.  Ladies, tonight your lips are sealed.  Also, inevitably, I 
will make references to certain body parts and human activity, not always using medical 
language.  So, for those whose sensibilities are easily offended, there is the door - no refund 
forthcoming as our title alone broadcasts a fair warning. 
 

He pauses to allow anyone who wants to leave to do so. 
 

Good.  
 
I hope you won’t feel misled by this play’s title.  This is a one actor play, after all.  There is no 
Vladimir to my Estragon; no Guildenstern to my Rosencrantz, no Bob for my Bing.  Believe me.  
The Director and I challenged the Writer.  There is only one guy talking, we said.  It’s a 
monologue, not a dialogue, we said. We got a withering look for our trouble.  Play on, he said.  
And so I will.  Watch this. 
  

He steps back onto the stage and puts the mic back on the stand. 
 
My name is Roger.  (Pause)  Roger Dick.  You can thank my innocent mother and amusing father 
for that.  Not as bad as my good buddy, known to his friends as Spiff Cox.  Birth name - I swear 
to you - Horace, Horace Cox.  And I once knew a Harold Balls.  Poor Harry. 
 
Here's the deal.  You have arrived at an uneasy time. My wife is returning home early tomorrow 
morning.  Arriving just as the witches and warlocks who bide with me now depart for the 
shades and shadows. She has been away for a month…annual visit to her sister's - way across 
the country.  She has left me alone before, but not this alone. Alone with my thoughts. 
  
The boys were here for poker and the clean-up is in progress, for my wife is a clean freak and a 
control freak and she will expect things to be as she left them, which was, I kid you not, a state 
of hyper perfection.  She will unpack curses or blessings depending on what her inspections 
reveal.  And I dear friends, want blessings.  If you get my drift. 
  

He walks back behind the card table.  Speaking to himself. 
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By the time she returns tomorrow morning, she will have been gone a month.  A month!   
 

There is a longish pause as he empties an ashtray into a big black garbage bag.  Then he 
steps back to front and center. 

  
These last couple of weeks have been a bit up and down for me.  When she left I bid her good 
bye in as good natured a way as I could muster.  I hunkered down here, began nursing a small 
resentment.  Got lonely.  Did the yard work; cleaned out the garage; sorted a few papers into 
different piles.  (Comically vibrating like a wet dog) I twitched with an unrequited randiness 
which added vigor to my growing petulance for her taking off for so long.   A month is too long! 
Inexcusably indifferent! Monstrously unloving! Spousally abusive! 
  

He looks to the audience for sympathy, which he doesn’t get.  Then Roger walks to a 
cupboard and grabs a broom and starts sweeping round the table. 

  
She has called from time to time.  We would catch up on this and that.  I did not say a word 
about the feelings I have been carting around...but of course they surfaced in the tone of my 
magisterial detachment like a pod of killer whales starved for oxygen, not just to ruffle the still 
waters but to rent and roil them. 
 
"Grow up…!" she commanded on one irritated occasion before slamming down the receiver.  
And the next time, picking up that ever so subtle whine in my voice:  "You've always wanted to 
have your friends over for poker.  Here's your chance," said she offering a little gift of one night 
with the boys.  The boys we are and ever shall be.  Amen. 
  
But a chance to make a goddamned mess. Perfect.  I set things in motion...tonight's big game 
being the proof of that.  Had a helluva time too…drank a bit too much.  But, goddamn it, during 
the renegotiation of our connubial circumstance I am going to bargain for poker night once a 
month.  Or (with a bitter smile) every two months if I’m allowed  
  
That stern "Grow up!" had already been having an effect though…and it got me thinking.  A lot.  
And I was still thinking when, cravenly looking for sympathy, dealing the cards with fake 
bonhomie, I told the lads about her sharp-ended words.  Tony, under the influence of a few 
beer too many, looked at me with card shark eyes and said "You miss her, doncha, ya big 
crybaby", and the other guys nodded, chuckled and tossed their wagers onto the table doing 
what they could to supress their tells.   
 
I guess I do. But I’m annoyed as hell.   
 

He paces. 
 
My father died not long enough ago for me to be past it. Maybe I am tossing a flammable grief 
onto the kindling of my aging disappointments.  Is my prodigal son’s wayward life stirring me up 
under the “he’s going to be alright” assurances I utter to myself and his mother through the 
bones of my teeth?  Is the new life stirring in my daughter’s belly kicking into the multi-layered 
tissue of my fat-life complacency?  Is this anger I’m feeling?  I am not that angry at her.  A little. 
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Looking out to the audience. 

 
Anger born of some fear I’m too afraid to confront?  Fear of what?  
 
But this I know: I am too unsettled to find the sleep I should get before my good wife returns, 
and I need to sort it out before she walks through that door because she doesn’t deserve to 
come home to this (looking down at himself).  No woman wants to know what a man does and 
thinks – and feels – and what he says to his many selves - when he’s scratching the walls of 
solitary confinement and looking through a barred window into seamless time and space 
looking for the markers he left on his road of life. 
 
It was being with my friends tonight.  Something got me.  Not sure what.  But it started with a 
tender thought that floated out of my boozy brain, about the pact between these men and me, 
our long but unknowing knowledge of one another. En garde it was, as always, with our poker 
faces, our cards held close to our thumping chests while we jibbed and jibed and farted and 
belched and told our awful but funny jokes, and told stories which, come to think about it, are 
always stories of walking through the wolf-filled woods, of fear and courage or courage 
wanting, about wisdom slowly gained.  For we all walk in the valley of the shadow of death and 
very rarely are we comforted. 
 
But what do I hear cracking like distant thunder, as I look at each of these men’s faces, these 
amazing, time-carved faces, wondering who have got aces up their sleeves and who are 
coming-up busted, but my wife’s voice.  “Grow up”.  Grow up ME.  Grow up BOYS.  Grow up 
MEN.  That woman’s rebuke is a rough beast come round at last.  So I must tell you what I 
know, for I must hear myself what I have to say.  About men. 
  
And what I also hear: the Director, with the head-nodding Writer sitting out there in the cheap 
seats during rehearsals, telling me to rise to the level of a genius I do not have, to make sure 
this – whatever this is – is not just an old man’s long, ruminative shit.  I’m supposed to know 
what that means? 
 
So, again, I am Roger Dick, a more than middle aged white man, westerner, heterosexual, 
affluent by most standards, professional, married, two kids, daughter and son, both grown and 
gone, but still here in my fathering heart which keeps its beat to the ups and downs of their 
distant and different lives.  My penis and I will have to speak only for ourselves.  (Looking 
crotch-ward…) won't we, my friend? 
  

The TV screen in the Man Cave shows the birth of baby boy…penis clearly seen.  Roger 
undoes the buttons of his cardigan then his shirt, and pulls out a naked boy doll – gender 
specific – which utters a cry.  Roger slaps its ass and the crying stops.  He cradles it. 

 
Crazy Writer’s idea. (Holding out the doll) Don’t expect me to nurse him. 
 
We men are all Adam coming to life in the walled garden, paradise.  Way back beyond memory, 
already pre-destined by our DNA, our first WHY WHY.  Marinated for months in the amniotic 
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ocean, we males are pumped with testosterone, geared for action and for the competitions 
that await us even as we come up for air to the smack that gets us going. 
 

On the upper wall, images or videos of pre-adolescent boys playing. 
  
We might as well turn the channel to years later…for although in our infant and toddling days 
we have seen our mother naked, our sister nude, the curious difference below the buttoned 
belly is but a curious and risible difference.  As we grow our first teeth, mother's breasts once 
so nurturing and so comforting very soon trigger mother-modesty, and female parts are tucked 
away, awaiting a later revelation. 
 

After handling the baby doll with great care and tenderness, he begins to show 
indifference and impatience.  We here the baby whimper, and Roger carries him to the 
recliner in the Man Cave, puts him in the seat facing the TV and makes a show of putting 
the remote in his baby hands. 

  
During those early boyhood days, in the solar system of my little family, in the warping woof of 
our far-flung, familial constellation, including the quick and the dead, I was made, like we are all 
made, formed by the protean expressiveness of our magic DNA.  We are jostled into our 
essential selves by the influence of mother and father, by the not always benign machinations 
of marriage, by the pushing and pulling of brothers and sisters, by circumstances almost always 
fortuitous, by the happy and sad, by the love and hate carried in the contradictory noise of 
opinion and prejudice all around, by joyous freedom and angry restraint, by good advice and by 
command, by intelligent example and irrational expectation, by encouragement and 
discouragement.  Like you, I learned the ways I would be in this world.  Almost always. 
 
At nine or ten, I was sent to Camp Summerland, on the shores of beautiful Lake Couchiching 
near the happy town of Orillia, and there I romped with other boys, running naked every 
morning down to the lake to wake suddenly in the cold water, emerging on the beach shrieking 
at one another's shrivelled parts, prune scrotums and turtled dicks, being brave in the world of 
rambunctious boyhood.   
  
We played and played; every twig and stick a cowboy gun or pirate sword.  In the prankster 
cabins, around the stone-girdled fire pits, in the tumultuous refectory and in the redolent 
outhouses set on the edge of the dark wood, a hundred boys from a hundred homes and 
neighbourhoods warred for status, and some, more wise and learned, tossed words into the 
rude air that become the first lyrics for the song of sex that has been playing ever since. 
 

On the refrigerator, video of a farmer milking a cow. 
  
One of the teenaged counsellors there, in his tent, gathered a few astounded campers and tried 
to teach us masturbation (for which today he would be strung-up for a million lashes and jailed 
for a 1000 years), but, despite the chafing pleasure we all recorded in our primal brains, to no 
avail, because we were so young.  But lessons like that stay in the mind and later come in 
handy. 
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On the TV screen, scenes of boys at camp. 
  
My cousins and I worked it out a few years later, as we huddled and hushed together in the 
barn loft, above the mooing cows, whose teats my uncle pulled with milky white success.  I’ve 
been milking mine ever since, though never so much as the frenetic, surreptitious, guilt-ridden 
masturbation of my teenage years when I was a veritable geyser of semen and a vast multiplex 
of boy meets girl sexual fantasy.   
 

To the audience. 
 
And all the men here – or practically all – will, if pressed, attest to the very same thing. 
  
Back to school at summer's end, the girls in our elemental schoolyard ran giggling and mock-
terrified with us after them, long haired mysteries scattering under the bouncing sun.  A 
premonitory game of tag in which male action and male competition is gathering momentum 
and direction, and we - all of us, girl and boy alike, were ecstatic when captures were followed 
by escapes, followed by recaptures and giddy delight. 
 

On the upper wall images or videos of school girls laughing and playing. 
  
By then us boys knew that something dark and secret lay hidden beneath their skirts…but more 
than that, we did not know.  But, it was connected with the little kissing that was from time to 
time granted awkwardly or stolen cheekily, by vague daylight stirrings and pre-dawn erections 
left over from our dreams.  And more connections made when some girls started wearing bras 
for little breasts and there were rumours that for some of them a peach like fuzz might be 
sprouting down there.  We crowdsourced to find the knowledge keys, but really, we just 
wanted to see.  See for ourselves. 
  

He picks up his broom again and starts to sweep again - and swings round knocking a 
glass off the table.  

  
Yoiks! 
  

He grabs a dustpan and sweeps up the shards, then as he puts them the garbage bag he 
tucks the broom between his legs so that a few inches stick out in front of him like an 
erect penis.  Then to the audience…. 

  
Penis, yes.  A word used to signify a proper detachment from a medical problem, a crime, from 
sex itself in a Sex ED class. 
 

He notices the broom handle, laughs to himself as he pulls the broom up beside him, and 
continues…. 

  
But the penis is a man with many names.  I have used dick already, but might as well use Little 
Richard too.  None of our nicknames are cute and cuddly or as fraught with meaning as the 
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words women - but definitely not men! - use when monologuing about their (loud whisper) 
vaginas.    
  
Pole, wang and shaft make a mechanical mess. Rod is neither divine nor divining.  Make-water 
and pisser drain IT of colour.  Dink, weiner and weeny belittle the bearer, and pee pee, wee 
wee and willy all wear on the nerves; salami and schlong butcher the reference, but knob 
provides a handle of sorts.  Mickey is a winkling lad with charm.  John Thomas - a handy little 
man; Johnson a fat but flaccid friend. Todger and tool are for the practical-minded while pant 
snake and the one-eyed monster are both hairy and scary.   
  
But, for power and potency, for raising flags and alarms (voice rising) I give you PRICK and I give 
you (loudly and proudly, broom handle up in the air) COCK!   
 

Immediately, the Sound of rooster crowing.  He walks to the kitchen window and peers 
into the darkness. 

 
Nearly dawn.  She’ll be boarding the plane home soon….. 
 

A small disturbance in the ceiling of the theater…a small space craft created by a lighting 
effect seems to fly through, then stop with a view of the stage from high up.  Dick 
appears not to notice.  He speaks, confidentially to a woman in the front row of the 
audience. 

 
Are you alright, ma'am? 
  
Penis words are not protective; not coy; they do not arise out of some ancient parent-bred fear 
or ignorance or misconceived religious shame or pagan taboo; nor do they signify a shame now 
shed or indicate a resolution of the unbittered spirit.  Some were learned in school yards and 
locker rooms, some from dog-eared skin mags, many now from www.holy-shit-did-you-see-
that.com, some from literature great and small.   
 
A low gonging sound as if the bells of Big Ben in the distance… 
 
But every nickname for the penis - don't you agree? - hangs in the air gonging its own weird 
musical note, sometimes funny, sometimes ominous, sometimes a little too close to its point 
and purpose. 
 

More gonging noises – maybe from a Japanese temple bell… 
 
Ladies, do not ask for whom the bell tolls.  It tolls for thee. 
  
We men - apart from a certain question of size - to be addressed presently - when it comes to 
our dicks, are not given to inspections and retrospections, except, I do remember getting out 
my mother’s sewing tape to measure my adolescent self…trying to find a way to claim more 
inches to feel good about.   
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He makes gestures around his crotch to imitate two or three different ways to measure. 
 
But that was many years ago, and besides the wench is dead. 
  
I note parenthetically that no man has ever attended a seminar where, in the company of other 
men, he has lain naked on a floor to look at his nether regions with a mirror, though we have 
heard such tales from the far-off and very peculiar land of WOMAN.  Indeed, the only time I 
have seen a man - well a boy - up-end himself like that was when my brother contorted himself 
to see if he could ignite a fart with a brand new Bic lighter.  Answer “yes”, with many surprised  
pre-pubescent hairs left black and singed near his nutsack to prove it.  Boys will be boys - and 
that's the point. 
  

Looking at the audience again.  Taking a handful of his balls.   
 
You know, nutsack, family jewels, the package!  Penis, scrotum, testicles.  
 

He looks around and seeing more to do he picks up a half dozen beer bottles from the 

table, walks to the kitchen door, boxes them noisily in a beer case and returns 

downstage. 

High school was a galaxy far, far away, where planetary classes, cliques and clubs orbited round 

the cafeteria, and teams and other tribes staked-out defended territories on the school’s 

fenced-in grounds.  Classes and classrooms hyphenated the mayhem in the long terrazzo-ed 

hallways and the Eschered stairways where hyped-up teens moved from layer to layer colliding, 

colluding, conspiring, criticizing, carping, congratulating, cooing, cuddling, kissing, and crying as 

the laws of attraction and repulsion played-out their cosmic dynamic. 

And boys like me thought of sex all day, every day except when we were distracted by other 

necessities or by the unreal realities of high school competition – for grades, goals and 

accolades.  We boys - remember - are geared for action and geared to compete, and high 

school, with its games galore, is the primal testing ground, where we find out if our strategies 

and tactics, our knowledge and skills ranks us as Alpha male.   

Or not.  And it’s mostly not. 

If high school were monolithic, one Alpha would emerge victorious, but high school alas is an 

onion crossed with a rose crossed with a clockwork orange, a comic opera sung to the Morse 

code of bells and buzzers. 

We boys competed and found our strata in any number of academics or sports or in theatrics or 

student politics.  Too tough there – we’d join the rockers or geeks or nerds, the goths, grunges 

or stoners.  Too tough even among the affinities? Well you could always be king of the loners.  

It’s why the pantheon of super heroes is so large and varied. 

Difficult enough it was in the land of boys.  But, the girls around us were also doing their thing, 

opening and closing the doors to affection, attention and approval…making the boy games even 

more risky where outcomes were concerned.  And the net effect was that we boys were 
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learning, learning, learning what it takes to do what we are designed to do – which is to spread 

our seed wherever and whenever we can.   

Another thing we learned was that one way or another the members of the other sex will 

always make us pay. 

I went off to University, others went to the trades, to shops, government work, to NGOs and 

Non-profits; some went to serve in the armed forces, but wherever we went in the days of our 

youth, the learning continued but with not so much impact as in the early days when our 

personalities and characters had not yet crystallized as they more or less had by then.  

In these new places, the games of our boyhood gave way to the games of our manhood, and 

the strategies and tactics we had already adopted and adapted would be put to use time and 

time again, for some of us with disastrous results, as they settled way down deep into the sea 

of unknowing where we continued to be more or less what we had already become.  The 

hierarchies of bureaucracies, military forces and business are fabulous expressions of maleness 

and they became our new playing fields where we continued through all our doings to be sifted 

and sorted and stratified.   

And, in those places, women were learning too, though I am not sure what, except in the high, 

wide and deep constructs of the male world, the world of games and shifting goal posts, 

women can find disappointments and frustrations unending.  One way or another we found our 

way to our role in life; our place in the firmament of men and the universe of women.   

He walk back to the sink area and pulls an overflowing bag of garbage from under the 
sink which he jams into the big garbage bag by the back door.  Walking behind the table, 
standing behind a chair with hands on the top of the back of the chair. 

 
So…strategies and tactics.  Listen to me when I tell you ladies, that every man has his dick and 
his schtick.  Let me explain. 
  
The man who was sitting here tonight is my very good friend Tyrone – the base player in our 
pick up band - a practical minded mathematician whom I have known since college.  In college 
we called him Two Test Tyrone because his methodology, although uncouth, had a certain 
efficiency.  In whatever pub or bar we might find ourselves he was good looking enough to 
capture the come-hither glance of a fair maiden or two or three.  With the door open, he'd 
approach, make the usual introductions and then lay down the test:  Do you want to fuck?  
Your place or mine? 
 
Every woman so encountered made their decision in the space time continuum of one 
Gladwellian blink. Nine out of ten women would flee in disgust; the odd one would burn his 
cheek with a slap.  Let me repeat:  only nine out of ten reacted badly.  Leaving one.   
  
Now, Tyrone is the proud father of seven kids and gramps to a growing army of grand kids.  
Way to go Tyrone!  Procreate you did - obviously with a woman who hardly ever says no. 
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And here (pointing to another chair) sat Dan….vastly overweight now and a thick-headed 
conservative with many horrible opinions about mankind.  Owns a successful car dealership.  
He was the proverbial “Dapper Dan” in his day, tall, lanky, cool and suave.  He learned 
detachment and indifference, and wore a mask of unattainability that reeled the women in like 
nobody's business.  His third wife, Anne, thought she could do what her predecessors were not 
able or willing to do and she bestowed and continues to bestow her sweet, kind and attentive 
nature on him with the unrealistic hope that he will return her affections.  They have had no 
children, but Dan has 3 kids from his previous wives.  He procreated…and plays the drums like a 
mad fool! 
  
Anthony (standing behind his chair) played the "high born" card….very intelligent and observant 
he developed a talent as a witty cynic which serves him well in the towers of academe where 
he is now a tenured professor of shit-ology.  The clever jokes, the snide asides, the droll 
punditry - really just a kind of vaudeville, but…powerfully attractive to women whose 
mothering instincts are so finally attuned they can detect hurt little boys hiding in the stage 
curtains and whose mothering bosoms are designed for comfort and nurture. Wife, Peggy, one 
time nurse, does her best but has not worn his constant carping well.   One child only, a 
floundering boy.  Rhythm guitar. 
  

Pointing at different men in the audience. 
 
Out there in the audience you will find the unruly boy, the inscrutable man of few words, the 
diplomat, the charmer, the clown, the father, the dictator, the salesman, the professor, the 
manager, the dreamer, the lost soul or some wily combination of any of the above. 
 
Bottom line ladies: we just want to get in your pants.  And each of us knows in our unerring 
bone that some woman out there is going to buy what we're selling - and plan the wedding.  
Women, after all, at least in our culture, choose their mates. 
 
My son?  I don’t know.  Dare devil.  Charmer.  (Roger jumps down a well of momentary 
despond). Lost soul. 
 

Shakes himself out of it. 
 
Up here on the stage, if you must know, stands a man who carries on as the clown-professor, 
but with an admittedly petulant edge.  My wife, a control freak to be sure, is a fearless soul with 
uncommon patience, and an uncanny ability to tune-me out and take trips away for sanity’s 
sake.  Two happy kids, (I think).  Boy and girl.  (With evident pride, thumb to chest) Lead guitar 
and the man who writes the crazy lyrics to our unheard songs! 
 

He moves to the man cave and picks up his guitar. 
 
Truth be told: I have been in love with my wife for a long, long time.  We have settled into our 
more than middle-aged comforts, but oh my god, when we first met…I was not hit by cupid’s 
tiny arrow.  No.  No.  I was (he picks out chords from Percy Sledge’s When a Man Loves a 
Woman) Percy Sledgehammered.  I was crazy in love, besotted and blue balled and blind, blind, 
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blind to all that was and all that would be, and in a kind of joyous, ecstatic misery for months 
unending, (The sound of the song rises in the theater) not knowing if she loved me quite so 
much or could love such a nattering, preening, insistent, urgent, needy, horny, hot and 
nonsensical fool. This was the love that brought me to my knee (he goes down on one knee, 
propping himself up on the guitar he still holds in one hand) tottering on the precipice of will-
she-or-won’t-she, as I proffered the little diamond ring I managed to afford, looking for an 
answer in her deep and doubtful eyes. I was gormlessly gobsmacked when she said yes.  And, I 
almost cried - I was so relieved, and cried even more to see she was crying too, and happy.  
(The song fades to silence, he rises to his feet) If she had not said yes…I would have killed 
myself, had my burst and broken heart not already flattened me. 
 
He puts the guitar in its stand then walks back to center stage. 
 
I am also, if you must know, circumcised.  My dick looks like a shipwrecked Magoo on a tropical 
island, not like the Unibomber skulking on the edge of the Forest Dark.   
 

Pauses… 
 
Not that I have thought about it for many a long year, but the hot old “circumcise vs don’t 
circumcise” debate has recently reared its ugly bald head around here. 
 
My daughter is just a few months away from delivering our first grandson.  The boy is still en 
ventre sa mere as they say, but “to be or not to be circumcised” is the big question of the 
moment.  My wife and I have voted for the trimming on the grounds of aesthetics and hygiene, 
but the boy’s father, Croatia born and bred, is dead set against it and we have been duly 
informed he holds the tie breaker.   
 
This might seem to many a dispute of Lilliputian dimensions...and even though it really is of no 
moment to me how my grandson will present arms later in life, I think that on this topic, 
collectively we might want to tiptoe on the very eggshells Gulliver found himself crunching as 
he searched for an agreeable compromise in Lilliput.  For circumcision is for some a profoundly 
significant religious ritual that is commanded by higher authority, supported in scripture, and is 
so hallowed and time-honoured that breaches of custom swiftly attract severe spiritual and 
social penalties.  Where does it get us to gainsay the belief of others but on a fast ship to 
Brobdingnag where the problems are all much bigger, or seem so. 
 
I get it, but where religion and the penis are concerned we must be damned careful - for much 
mischief is carried out in the name of gods and prophets.  Indeed, indeed, indeed, Gods at odds 
have bedeviled this old planet for a very long time.  We are all believers, and all of us are 
infidels. 
 

He walks over to the mantelpiece where he spies an ashtray and picks up a very large 
mostly unconsumed cigar.  Coming downstage to the audience he inspects it, runs his 
finger up and down, smells it, then draws the end into his mouth and sucks on it to 
moisten the leaves. 
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This belongs to my friend Dan – Dapper Dan - who didn’t get many puffs on it before I told him 
to snuff it on account of the fact that SHE will be home soon and SHE would be most displeased 
to have the smell of cigar smoke hanging from the chandelier. He called me an asshole…with an 
intonation that called my manhood into question in the “it’s about time you told that wife of 
yours where to go” kind of way. 
 
OK, so you women might get called bitches….and a few other choice things, but there are a 
multitude of ways to insult and attack a man. 
  
You can call a man “stupid” or “dumb”; you can call him an “idiot’, a “fool” or a “clown”, you 
can swing round to the nether side and call him an “ass”, or if he's really obnoxious, an 
“asshole”.  Call a man a “dink” it’s because he’s small-minded and petty; call him a “dick” you 
are taking a broad swipe at his ego.  Call him a “prick” though and your emotions are ramping-
up in extremis, because a prick is one nasty bastard, dick, asshole who more than likely is 
exploiting a position of strength or higher status. 
 
Then the name calling game takes a sudden turn, when all of those hearty profanities prove 
themselves inadequate to the moment and the object on one’s anger.  The sharpest and most 
painful excoriations come when we bring the distaff side into the barracking:  a bastard is a 
total prick but one born of an obvious slut.  More egregious in the brightly lit line-up of n’er do 
wells are the motherfuckers and the cocksuckers.   
 
But the nuclear bomb of all curses - isn't this interesting – is when the word that flies out of our 
bomb-door mouth, the Little Boy and Fat Man of invective, is the C word.  Starts with C, ends 
with T.  Say it with me!  No wait… 
 

He runs to a drawer in a small table to get a match and lights the cigar generating much 
smoke, then comes downstage to the very edge facing the audience. 

 
Big moment!   C-C-C-C-C…..  (He starts again…with an obvious concern about upsetting people).  
C-C-C-C-C….. (loudly) C-C-C-C-C…..(explosively) CAN’T!   
 

Longish pause.  Big puff on the cigar. 
 
Can’t say it in the presence of this august audience, full of folks here who would be deeply 
offended to hear the word “cunt”. 
 
I know, I know.  I told Dan to snuff it.  What can I tell you?  I’m an asshole. 
 
Forgive me, but I feel a need to get all the language stuff out of the way, so…let’s see.  We can 
just do IT, we can go at IT, we can do the you-know what.  Let’s go on a romp, make the beast 
with two backs or you can ride a cock horse to Banbury cross. We can diddle you, nail you, bonk 
you or poke you.  We love a good shagging, a nooner, a quickie, or a dollop of pussy or 
poontang.  And of course, we just love a good screw. 
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And (taking the airs of a Maurice Chevalier or Peppi Le Pew, affecting a French accent) from 
time to time, vee will make love vith you, no? 
 
And what has been left out…that other magnificent Swiss Army Knife of a word for Doing It, the 
word that no other word can match for sheer dexterity – an entire vocabulary of expression 
and emotion. 
 

Roger says “Fuck” several times with different intonations to express different feelings 
from anger to delight, curiosity, despair, etc. 
 

Fuck.  Fuck!  Fuck.  Fuck.  Fuck.  Fuck.  Fuck. 
 
Yes, mon amour, vee vill fuck you ven we can. 
 

With a twinkle in his eye, he snuffs out the cigar then holds it up and moves it in a level 
arc to show it to all parts of the audience.  

 
A good cigar may be just a smoke (spouting a non sequitur) but a man needs to stand whilst 
peeing.  Sitting down is for pussies. 
 

Looking at his cigar again…. 
 
Phallic symbol?  Maybe.   
 

Running to the mantle and picking up a Wedgewood statuette.    
 
No. 
 

Running to the man cave, picking up a golf club…  
 
No.   
 

Picks up a baseball bat. 
 
Maybe. 
 

Picture of phallic rock formations appear on the upper level screen. 
 
Definitely.  Oh yeah… I did some shopping yesterday to make sure the larder was full before 
SHE returns. 
 

Runs into the kitchen – sees a mushroom shaped cooking jar – holds it up. 
 
Could be. 
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As he moves to the counter to a loaf of bread, rapid images on the refrigerator door of a 
cucumber, zucchini, eggplant, big salami, etc. 
 
To the counter where he spots the long French loaf – holds it up. 

 
Good god! 
 

Flashes of all kinds of penis shaped flowers on the upper screen; then the lower screen 
comes on and shows rocket ships blasting off, then a champagne bottle being opened 
and spraying everywhere.   He stands center stage cupping his eyes, then his ears, then 
his mouth…while in the upper screen we see children dancing around a Maypole, and on 
the lower screen slides of phallic shaped towers and buildings including Eiffel Tower, 
Peoples Daily in Beijing, Burj Quata,  Washington Monument, Ypslanti Water Tower, 
London Gherkin, and then on the upper screen, phallic shaped lipstick and perfume 
containers…and then on the lower screen male musicians playing oboes, clarinets and 
trumpets, and on the upper screen, women licking candies and ice creams. 

 
Stop!  Stop!  
 

Exhausted, he takes a deep breath. 
 
Eye of the beholder, right?  But why so eye-catching? 
 

From the counter he plucks a banana out of the fruit bowl and starts walking to the Man 
Cave, peeling the banana as he goes. 

 
All of a sudden I feel a little piqued. 
 

He makes a show of eating the banana, luridly. 
 
Notice that phallic symbols reflect the penis aroused and ready…for their very essence is of 
virility and assertiveness.  We men love our virility and are unintelligently confounded and 
emotionally challenged which is why, when we find ourselves unable to get it up we might 
seem a little, you know, DEVASTATED!   Because, hard-ons are what we do!  Like a not so sleepy 
cobra, when the right note is played on the magic flute, we are supposed to rise up! 
 
So aren’t we lucky to be living in the here and now, when Big Pharma in collusion with Big 
Advertising has identified the source of our grief.  ”Erectile Dysfunction” is what we call it,  
“E.D.” for short, suitable enough for calling our poor, pathetic, down at the mouth, flaccid 
dispirited little member, Mr Ed. 
 

Sound of horse whinnying. 
 

On the second floor screen – a high school sex ed type of diagram of the male penis with 
labels showing blood flow.  He finds a golf club and moves to the second floor and uses 
the golf club as a pointer.  
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Blood flow, ladies and gentlemen, it’s all about blood flow.  Poor blood flow, no erection.  
Increase the blood flow and voila! A woody.  Mr Ed is happy. 
 

Sound of horse whinnying.   A beep beep from the UFO up above. 
 
Comes along Pfizer, huge American pharmaceutical maker, who, in their search for a 
marketable cardiovascular drug come up with sildenafil.  It’s good enough for human trials, so it 
finds its way into the blood system of a few guinea pig men with heart trouble – where the 
blessed drug is found NOT to perform as expected. As a heart drug it’s a total bust and it’s time 
to end the trials. 
 

He comes down the stairs, stands in front of an imaginary door way and rings an 
imaginary door bell.  Ding-dong.   

 
Mr Ed, Mr Ed… its me Pfizer.  Those little blue pills don’t work, please give them back.   
 

No response forthcoming he presses the bell a couple of more times.  Ding-dong, ding-
dong. 

 
But Mr Ed ain’t coming to the door because even though his ticker may not be working very 
well…Mr Ed, for the first time in a long time has got one bigger-than-mansized boner and there 
is no way in hell he’s giving back the pills. 
 

On the screen above, a picture of Priapus with his enormous penis front and center. 
 
Pfizer realizes right away the possibilities:  Could it be?  Is it possible that on the rough and 
heavy seas of commerce they have harpooned a big one in a beaker: they have found their 
great white whale: Maybe Dick!  And off they go to the lab to cook up a few million doses, and 
off to the male-dominated parliaments of the world to make sure they can sell it like candy, not 
medicine. 
 
Viagra increases the blood flow.  Simple.  But...it does not tackle the root of the problem. 
 

He grabs the remote and turns on the big screen TV.  Videos of obese and out of shape 
men appear. 

 
The lack of blood flow has its causes....There is Type 1 ED…bad health. 
 

Clicks the remote to another channel where we see videos of unattractive women, 
arguing couples etc. 

 
Type 2 ED: lack of attraction or dead affections. 
 

Changing the channel we see videos of old men the world over. 
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Type 3 ED: getting old, brothers! 
 
That little blue pill may send the blood flow south, but it ain’t solving any problem worth 

solving. 

I will admit though, that the warning of a 4 hour erection is deeply appealing.  However, even 

though my dick fails me from time to time, up until now, I have not succumbed to the 

marketing message.   

He walks over to his electric guitar propped in the corner….straps it on and comes down 

near front and center stage. 

When I need to rev up my mojo I grab the greatest phallic symbol of all time, my geet-ar.   

The lights come down slowly, music starts amping-up.  

On the second floor screen fast images of Muddy Waters, BB King and other black 

bluesmen, on the big screen TV, Chuck Berry, Eric Clapton, Hendrix, Slash, Richards, 

Page, Prince, Ramone, Jack White.  Roger starts to strum and pick… 

And who am I when I get my Mojo working….? 

He takes a very wide leg stance, the guitar positioned in front with the neck up and 
projecting toward the audience… 

 
I am… 
 

He turns and does the Chuck Berry shuffle back and forth… 
 
I am… 
 

Louder music. Roger under a spotlight…focusing, into the groove…He faces toward the 
audience, accompanied by Arthur Brown’s music and lyrics with the 1968 rendition on 
the big screen playing, Roger mouthing the words: 

 
I am the God of Hell Fire and I bring you fire… 
 

He turns and runs up the stairs to the second floor and turns once more to mouth the 
words of the song…the video goes off, the playing still in the background goes rapidly 
quiet…leaving Roger standing with his guitar still projecting up from his pelvis..  He 
notices that the music has stopped, the lights are back up.  Big smile overcomes his 
face… 

 
My son and I used to rock it big time.  I taught him every chord and lick I know.  Then something 
happened, puberty met rap, gangsta rap, hip hop and god knows what else…and this old boy 
was left doing custodial work in the 4-4 tunes of Old School. 
 
 Roger rips another chord from the God of Hell Fire. Fade to black.    
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The Penis Dialogues 

The long and short of IT 

 
ACT 2 

 
After intermission.  The Man Cave is dimly lit, the big screen TV facing audience is black, the 
large recliner chair with its back to the audience.  It moves a bit then more, then swivels so the 
audience sees the baby in the recliner, wide eyed and weird.  We hear a couple of alien beeps. 
 
There is a soft light on the upper landing.  Presently, Roger, with a pencil behind one ear, 
emerges from the master bedroom, taking a position overlooking the rooms below.  
 
I continue preparations for HER return…. I suppose I could scatter a path of rose petals leading 
to our bedroom; spray a little eau d’cologne in the air, place a few candles with wicks upright 
on the bureaus and night tables….but after 30 years of domestic bliss my wife would freak out. 
 
You know what makes her horny?  Fresh sheets, tight corners on a well-made bed, dishes clean 
and put away and the pungent smack of Pine Sol in the bathroom.  (Regarding his house-
cleaning activity) Almost there! 
  

He comes down a step or two. 
 
I'm finally "getting" this marriage thing…after many a long year as a married man.  I can see 
now, that marriage, especially in this age of long-living, is designed to take you away from 
sex…from the sex of early innocence, from the sex of passion, from the sex of pleasure and 
ecstasy, from the sex of procreation and duty.   
 
Marriage takes you from the impatient testeronic demands of your youth …  
 

He puts a pen in the front of his pants to make it appear as though he has an erection 
and struts further down the stairs, pelvis thrust out. 

 
….through the Tarzanian chest-poundings of near middle age… 
 

He mock-pounds his chest with both fists and makes a feeble Tarzan yell, succumbing to 
a cough, arriving finally to the kitchen area near the Man Cave, and removes the pencil. 

 
…into the well-deserved gratifications of easy familiarity and companionship.  If you are brave 
enough to let it. 
 

Roger takes a good look around and invites the audience to take a good look at his 
comfortable castle. 

 
Roger turns and looks into the Man Cave, spots the microphone and looks like he has a 
very good idea.  He takes the mic then moves into the audience, and approaches a 
woman who is with a man, and puts the microphone to her. 
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Would it surprise you, ma'am, to learn about a secret world of men?  Not surprised?  Really? 
Well let me let you in on a big secret: men have a hideout you will scarcely believe exists, but it 
does. 
  

To a man in the audience.   
 
Shall you tell her, or shall I?  (Looking up at the audience and then moving back to the stage).  
See…he's baffled too.  
  
That place, ladies, is the place that is far away from other men; a paradoxical place where men, 
at one and the same time, engage in acts of profound concealment and profound revelation. 
  
When we men – and this is true of young boys too - are with our women, we are completely 
and utterly different than we are in the company of other men or, for that matter, in mixed 
company. 
  
The fact is, I have never seen another man with a hard on – except in all the pornography I have 
ever watched, which does not count.   
 
I haven't got a clue, not a scintilla of an idea, about how that man (pointing to various men in 
the audience) or that boy, or that youth, or ANY man here or anywhere IS when he is with his 
woman in private and becomes his unguarded and his emotional self.  And none of these men 
have the vaguest notion of how I am when I am alone with my woman. 
  
You lady (pointing to a woman is obviously with a husband or boyfriend) and you alone in the 
passing of intimate time bear witness to his secrets, his dreams, his aspirations, his energy, the 
workings of his intelligence, his shortcomings and limitations, his disappointments, his 
inconsistencies and his contradictions, his desires, his impositions, what turns him off, and what 
turns him on. 
 

Roger comes back to the stage and walks into the Man Cave and puts the mic back on 
the stand. 

  
It is yours to know all the things that make him angry or calm, restless or serene, contented or 
discontented, passionate or not.  You know him when he is aroused and full of the wont of your 
body and whether, when you are intimate, he is generous, patient and giving, or selfish, 
uncaring, mean or clumsy.   
 

Roger picks up the doll and holds it under the crook of his arm, legs straddling his 
forearm, facing out to the audience. 

  
You know the man in him, but you also know the baby and the little boy that live on in his body, 
mind and spirit and you will know him for all the days of his life and yours.  You know his book 
of faces, those you see and those he presents to the rest of us, and you know how wide the gap 
is between his real and private self, and his public personae.  You know him though, god forbid, 
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he may turn his back on you and move his so-called love to another and even long after you 
have stopped loving him. 
 

He puts the doll back on the chair and turns the chair to face the TV.   Then comes center 
front and points up to the rafters.  The UFO blinks acknowledging the comments and 
then in a mechanical, Steven Hawking voice we hear “Is this true?” 

  
What other secrets do we keep? 
 
If you were an alien hovering above our little planet, observing the human species for the first 
time what would you make of us?  You would see how busy we humans are moving around on 
our two legs, going to and fro in wheeled vehicles, entering and exiting all manner of buildings 
where things get made or things get done, where we toil and where we abide. 
 
Adjusting your telescope for a closer look you would find two types of humans interacting in a 
myriad of ways. And the first time you saw it, it would amaze you to see that millions of them 
pair off and put their mouths together and close their arm around one another and make 
something singular.  Your infrared sensors would catch their temperatures spiking. 
 

The TV lights up with short black and white videos of a couple cavorting. 
 
You would, with your alien eyes, watch many of these pairs move away from other humans to 
find a private place where they would shed their outer skin.  The one with the flat front has a 
protrusion between its legs that rises, hardens and tilts up from its downward dangle toward 
the other who has soft pointy mounds and rounder curves. 
 

On the upper floor wall a projection a tightly wound fern unfolding, followed by coy 
images on the TV of various couples in various positions, including some acrobatically 
comical. 

 
You would witness these other-worldly creatures manoeuver their bodies, sometimes with one 
of them above and sometimes the other; sometimes with the mounded creature facing the 
other creature and sometimes facing down with back side up, sometimes laying on their sides 
face to face or with one behind the other, and sometimes you would see peculiar and 
unexpected inversions, sometimes with one or both doing something actively with their mouth 
to the others middle parts, and you would see the erect little part of the one move in and out of 
the other - sometimes in a kind of fury but not always.  
 

On the upper wall, a projection of a woman chained to a wall screaming, followed by TV 
images of parents with kids. 

 
Sometimes you might see a kind of flailing and writhing but not always.  You would surmise that 
sometime one or the other or both were making weird vocalizations, but not always.  If you 
stayed on post for many months you would deduce that this and only this activity produced the 
offspring of the species – but rarely given the vast number of couplings - and that as the 
offspring grew older they would repeat the behavior.  You would see so much of this that you 
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would have to conclude that whatever is going on is natural to the species, akin to your own 
alien pro-creativity. 
 

On the upper wall, an image of an alien scratching his chin or head in confusion, 
followed by an image on the TV of Fay Ray struggling in the clenched hand of King Kong. 

 
But you would not know looking down through the silent reaches of space how to know the 
meanings and effects of the coupling; is this, you might write in your alien note book, agreeable 
to both?  And that is an answer that would not come to you until you had watched this race of 
creatures closely for many years, as you, my dear audience, have watched.  The answer is “not 
always”. 
 

Directing his speech to a man in the audience. 
 
This little dangling thing between our legs that grows larger and hardens and tilts up makes 
itself increasingly known to us from when we are small boys and we experience our first stiffies 
but with no inkling of what’s to come.   Sometime in early adolescence, after you have realized 
the strange feelings of lust for girls you may, if you are lucky, be almost struck deaf, dumb and 
blind with your first and maybe last wet dream.   
 

He spots a half glass of beer sitting on a table in the Man Cave.  Lifting the glass to the 
audience. 

 
Gentlemen.  Here’s to the wet dream.  May you be blessed with just one more! 
 

To the audience generally. 
 
The male’s incessant pre-occupation with sex pushes us from an early age and preoccupies us 
until very late in life, sleeping and waking.  In adolescence we masturbated outrageously, 
propelled forward by magical forces and the ecstatic relief we got from the misery of 
unrequited lust, sometimes known as “blue balls”.   
 

Walks over to his computer and turns it on.  We see on the refrigerator, the TV screen 
the upper wall, images of famous paintings of nudes. 

 
And many of us even still whack it off, flog the log, crank the shank, spank the monkey, beat the 
meat, or shake the snake well into our declining years, aided and abetted by beautiful memory 
and gorgeous fantasy as we are spoon fed porno through the Internet, that in-and-output 
extension of our very nervous system. 
 

Walking into the kitchen…. 
 
Life is made happy with first encounters, and so it is with a boy’s first sight of a naked woman, a 
thrill that hardly diminishes as old as we may grow.   
 

He lifts his glass again in another mock toast. 
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Gentlemen.  To naked women everywhere! 
 
The first kiss and the smell of a girl’s hair and her skin so close and warm.  The first fondling of 
her breasts; her first touching of your hot and eager pecker; the first clumsy intercourse; the 
first time with her mouth on you or yours on her. 
 

Images of couples arguing. 
 
We will encounter rejection.  We will fall in and out of love.  We will endure heartache.  We 
may marry and we may have children and stand witness as they too marry and have children if 
that is what life has in store for them.   
 

Images of couples marrying and then with young kids. 
 
We may experience the most searing grief of all when our mate dies and the moon draws out 
our howls and any Spock still on watch will find a way to cry at our loss.  Here’s to you Nimoy. 
 

Image of lone wolf howling at the moon. 
 
For of all the habits that make us who we are, the habit of marriage is the most entangling and 
the most difficult to break - and not just the good marriages but the bad ones too. 
 
And we men, almost always blind to ourselves, may not have realized, until this very moment, 
how every fuck we enjoyed or endured deepened our addiction to the orgasmic cycle of each 
shattering death, each illimitable birth, the double helix which is life itself.  Life itself. 
 
What you women probably do not know is that men flip inside-out at the moment of orgasm – 
we revert to the womb - enclosed not by our woman but by a MOTHER as we swim ecstatic 
amidst the untweetable stars. In a sudden, our great thrusting, dominant selves, drop lost and 
alone into a starry void, disappearing into the dark wet world whence we came, kicking and 
screaming, all those years ago.  Back into the dark tumble, the enveloping heat, and in the 
heaving belly, a beating heart that ticks and ticks, and ticks and tocks. 
 
I do not want to be heard hawking theories of expanding and contracting universes where only 
men may travel.  I have no idea what it is like for women, but for men, this is so. 
 

Deep in thought, he wanders to the kitchen door…opens it up and takes a look to see if 
SHE is arriving yet. 

 
Too heavy? 
 
Then let us address the question of the ages. 
 

Appearing on the TV screen in very large text:  DOES SIZE MATTER? 
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Audience poll.  Ladies only by show of hands.  Does size matter? 
 
Now men. Does size matter?    
  
Liars! 
 
It turns out that people actually study this stuff, and studies into female preferences indicate 
that about 30% of women do care about size, but it’s girth not length that make the cats meow 
and the pussies purr. 
  
From a man’s point of view there are only 2 sizes of penises.  GIGANTIC AND TINY!  If you ain't 
got a Big One….then you must have a small one.  If you are a well-endowed man…you 
bastards!...you'll steal our women and frighten our children….!!!!!  If we, the vast majority of 
less endowed men could, we would cast the black ostrakon and you would be gone! 
 

He walks over to the computer again… and then finds a carpenter’s tape measure in a 
drawer. 

 
Let us call upon Wikipedia, the Alexandrian Library of the modern age, the all-knowing, where 
we learn that the average length of a flaccid penis is but 4 inches (in metric countries 10 cm) 
and a diameter of 1.25 inches (3.2 cm) while fully erect dicks have an average length of 6 inches 
(15 cm) and an erect diameter of 1.5 inches (3.8 cm), resulting in an erect circumference of 4.71 
inches (12.0 cm). 
  

Pulling out several inches of tape… 
 
We males may quite easily underestimate the size of our own penis relative to that of others – I 
know I do - because looking down one’s member appears foreshortened or because it is sunk in 
fat.  Averagely endowed men (he puts his hand up indicating he is in this category) will wither in 
comparison with those freaks of nature who are grist and gristle for the multitudinous porno 
mills of this unsated world.   
 
We men alas, do not do a good job of separating penis size from self-esteem, because frankly, 
most of us would rather have Babe Ruth’s bat, rather than be swinging with what we have in 
the minor leagues.  Penis envy, Herr Freud, is a man thing. 
 

He grabs a laser pointer from his desk and climbs the stairs to the upper wall. 
 
The subject of male size brings us to a surprising phenomenon that no women even suspects  
exists in this grand old world of ours:  THE DANCE OF THE URINALS…where the question of a 
man’s relative size plays a significant role and may in fact be the John’s orchestral music. 
 
….and points it to the screen where, with animated descriptions - much like football play 
diagrams – the ensuing dance plays out. 
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This secret and ritualistic choreography engages every man and boy in western cultures, and 
probably a few non-western ones too.  It may well have had its origins in cave culture, carrying 
on through to latrine culture and on in to the present day. 
 
This very night, in the toilets of this very theater, when they crowd the toilets, men will do the 
dance.   
 

He turns on the animated graphics that show the urinal approaches and positions as if a 
sketch of a football game play. 

 
This is the Dance of the Urinals.  There is dancing solo.  Enter the toilet….one urinal only.  No 
problem if it's not in use.  Man sidles up - unzips, does his business.  But, when man 2 enters he 
will stand discreetly back, averting any look at the man at the urinal.  If there is a sit down toilet 
and man 2 is in distress he'll take advantage.  If no toilet, he’ll wait. 
  
Add another urinal, man 2 will take his place at the second urinal.  No talking unless they are 
already friends or acquaintances; eyes down or straight ahead. 
  
If there are 3 urinals, man 1 will enter and in most cases take one of the end ones because if 
man 2 enters, he knows he will take the urinal at the other end not the middle one.  If man 1 is 
at one end and man 2 enters and takes the middle one, leaving the other end free…major social 
faux pas.  Man 2 will be immediately suspect.   
 
And so it goes, 4 urinals, 5 urinals, or an endless stretch of urinals…it matters not, for men will 
dance to this weird water music for which there is no handle.  
 

He comes down the stairs while the images continue. 
 
The rule is this: do not do anything that makes the other man nervous because with his dick 
swinging above the porcelain, his back turned to potential threats, he is momentarily 
vulnerable and is ready to bark or bite as required.  Suspect intentions fall only into 3 amygdala- 
rousing categories: amorous, perverted or violent and none of those should come between a 
man and a good piss. 
 

The images having played out, he takes a position downstage, turns his back to the 
audience and assumes the urinal stance, then strains to crane his neck to talk to the 
audience. 

 
That said, it is difficult not to cock a look – if I may use that phrase – and take a peek at another 
man’s willy once in a while.  
 

He looks down to his left as though another man were standing in the next urinal. 
 
We ourselves may be the sometimes victim of a surreptitious glance, the meaning of which we 
quickly try to discern for innocence or malevolency as the case may be.  But, when we catch 
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ourselves looking over, well, we may begin to wonder just what the hell our own intentions 
were.... 
 

Turns to face the audience again. 
 
So let us penetrate this little crack in the outer folds of our self-image –– and pass once more 
into the bending tunnel of memory.   
 
On this journey, many men will encounter himself in his late adolescence or early youth when 
his thoughts strayed or he had strange encounters – and so questioned his sexual orientation of 
which he previously entertained no question.  He may wonder why, at some later date, one 
unguarded day, a young child threw off such a powerful, utterly taboo attraction.  He may recall 
a dream in which he was vividly and actively perverse.  Or an incident or singular act, which for 
him, in that moment and later, was pregnant with shame and cascading self-doubt. 
 

Pacing from one side of the stage to the other. 
 
These are moments when, sweating cold, we take a deep check of our very selves.  Fantasies 
and dreams of both day and night…we can explain these away.  But did we actually ever do 
something to betray some bent of mind that we have buried deep and have so long contrived 
to deny?  Are we whom we say we are; think we are?  Most of us pass muster and take up the 
more or less normal patterns of male life, whether hetero or gay. So goes the dialogue with the 
self. 
 

Roger walks into the aisles of the theater auditorium looking intently at a few men as he 
goes. 

 
But, there are men out there – maybe even amongst us – who truly are bent and broken, 
whose minds follow a logic as twisted as the coils of the human brain; who have wreaked upon 
the people in the world around them - and sometimes in the world at large - unfathomable 
hurts.  
 
If you have boy children did you or do you watch them closely?  Do you listen to their play with 
others, to the Pinter banter of little feats that marks their competition and cooperation?  
Maybe, maybe some boys are gene-coded to evolve into monster men.  If so, listen and watch, 
for you will see it even as they crawl or toddle across your carpets. 
 

Returning to the stage…images of men being executed including Hussein’s hanging.  
 
It is more likely, isn’t it, that the monster is created in the circle of people into whose care he is 
consigned upon birth, crying but innocent like the rest of us.  That the egregious behaviours for 
which he will later be sanctioned, shamed, shunned, shut-up in a prison or shot are the 
manifest result of what he learned in that circle, and probably, more profoundly, from what he 
didn’t learn?   
 

He picks up the baby doll… 
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Family, foster home, orphanage…it matters not who his people were, for if they were incapable 
of providing the nurturing, socializing, civilizing love that is required then and there, and if that 
neglect was compounded by brutality and casual cruelty, the horns and fangs will grow, and 
Alph the Sacred River will flow down, down and down to a sunless sea. 
 

He picks up the doll and manipulates its arm to point and shoot. 
 
And in the hands of the monster boys, with testosterone rampant on a field of loneliness and 
alienation, the guns that never harm anyone, speak out the fire of hell.  (The loud report of guns 
shooting.) Bang!  Bang!  And the dead lay down in pools of blood amidst the carnage of our un-
surprise.  Celebrities all.  Bang! Bang! 
 

He sits the doll on the edge of the kitchen table facing the audience, then walks to his 
computer, which he lights up and with his hands types on the keyboard.  The TV screen 
shows pornographic scenes.  From the space ship a mechanical “Oh! Oh!” 

  
Back to pornography.  It is a drug; the masturbatory reverie and orgasmic flash is the high.  Sex 
of this kind is cheap as dirt and just as plentiful because there are men that make and deal the 
drug, using the bodies of lost girls and defeated women.  It's plenty dangerous on that account.  
But, any self-pleasure that becomes a habit is ultimately self-defeating because it cuts one off 
from one's self and from others, and self-humiliating because powerlessness over anything 
creates a cascade of shameful resentment and resentful shame.  This is SEX though, and these 
shames and these resentments hit deep in the deepest part of the gut.   
 

On the upper wall, images of Thai “Penis” gardens…. 
 
Pornography is mostly about the penis.  The penis on the screen is our own penis.  What 
happens to that penis happens to us.  What that penis does, we do.  That woman is there to do 
her work on our penis; to receive our penis; to moan and groan because of us; her ecstasy 
achieves its greatest possibilities because we are completely and charismatically US.  It is all 
acting; acting.  (Pause) Do you think a man does not talk to himself about it? 
 
 

Coming downstage, looking at a woman in the audience… 
  
A woman stuck with a porno addict has no consolation at all because this infidelity is rooted in a 
total and complete fantasy…not even in the flesh and bones of a real other woman. 
 
And then, there is the other penis pornography. 
  

With anger, Roger walks toward the audience malevolently he raises his right hand in a 
fist – then punches an imaginary woman. 

 
Defy me, wife? 
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He then opens his right hand and pummels her with a slap. 
 
Not today. 
 

He points skyward with his right hand, left hand on hip, one foot forward. 
 
Look, look - up in the sky… Superman in his office tower, his hard-on fuelled by official power, 
pursues young women by the water cooler; “You can’t turn me down, I am your ruler.” 
 

He moves to stage right, pulling money from his pocket, which he waves out ahead of 
himself, again with his right hand. 
 
To an imaginary prostitute. 

 
I have money….money for your body and your time.   Don’t tell me how you were bought and 
sold.  Don’t tell me your sad, sad story.  I won’t tell you mine. 
 

Walks down to the front of the stage.  With his right hand, beckons to a child. 
 
Come to me child…come to me child. 
 

With his right hand to his lips, conspiratorially… 
 
Sshhhhhhhhhh….sshhhhhhhhhhhh…..don’t say a word.  (Menacingly) Don’t say a word…to 
anyone. 
 

He walks stage left furtively, and once there put his right hand up, arm out straight and 
makes a gun with his fingers.  He mimes his threats, forces the imaginary woman to the 
ground, goes to his own knees as though between her legs, pulls out an imaginary knife 
which he holds in a stabbing position and thrusts it into the floor boards furiously, 
repeatedly. 

 
Because (weeping)…. I can.  I must.  I can. 
 

He stands slowly, shamefully. 
 
He comes back to center stage.  Stands erect, head forward and determined, chin up.  He holds 
his right arm up in a Nazi salute. 
 
Heil Hitler. Heil Stalin (pronounced as “Stal-een”). 
 
He turns a quarter turn right. 
 
Heil Pol Pot.  Heil the Akazu.  Heil Boko Haram.  Heil Al Quada and ISIS. 
 

He goose steps a few paces toward stage right.   
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Heil Slobo and Ratko. 
 

He pivots and faces stage left and continues goose stepping. 
 
Heil you xenophobes and ethnic cleansers.   
 

He grabs the doll and snaps its head off and dashs the pieces to the auditorium floor. 
 
Heil you murdering men leading your holier-than-thou, blonder-than-thou armies.  Heil you 
shock-and-awers.  Heil you builders of walls and droppers of bombs; you revengers against the 
collateral crowds. 
 
Heil you droning cowards with your fingers on the trigger and your dicks rammed up the 
world’s ass, the song of Olaf unheard in the cummings and goings, the killings and maimings, 
the rape and rapine. 
 
Heil to all of you who defend stone-dead ideas from your high-walled battlements - remember 
this: comes a day when the machinery of better ideas will break through and put you to the 
sword.   And remember this: the subjugation of women, or of anyone, is ordained only by gods 
made in the image of man, and is indefensible. 
 

Shaken, Roger stands mute, exhausted by the thought of male evil.  Walks to the back of 
the kitchen where he picks up the big bag of garbage, and takes it outside.  
Momentarily, he returns and takes a place front right. 
 
Now, as an ordinary man, he recites these declarations. 
 
On the upper wall images of internecine war….Bosnia or Rwanda…. 

 
All you soldiers who demonize the other tribe, who war against the other man's culture, who 
revile his tongue and taste, who defile the hated ground he walks with your jack booted 
footsteps, who spill your seed in the guts of the other mans' wife or daughter to conceive the 
horrors that rent his unities asunder, who contaminate his future with shame, who make him 
cold to his wartime babies…we revile you. 
 

He moves stage left. 
 
Image of men cat-calling women in a street… 

  
All you men out there who defile women…you who are rude and mean and snide; all you men 
who threaten and beat women; all you men who aggress against women with profane 
shouting, who muscle women into corners, all you hateful, charmless men who abuse and 
degrade women,  you men who enslave women for traffic and trade, you men who brutalize 
women to see them hurt, to muffle their groans, to stop their pleas and cries; you men who 
overpower and invade women, who rape women, you men who punch, stab, strangle and 
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shoot them dead, you men who throw women like stones into the deep and crowded ocean of 
inhumanity:  we other men decry your outrages, your stinking baseness, your pathetic 
explanations and we wish beyond wishing, beyond the scope of prayer and song, that you were 
not of our kind.  
 
But you are. 
 
To you men in those work camps and to you men in the world’s boom towns, to you agitated, 
un-consoled men who ride the streets of night, you who seek out and pay for girls to take the 
edge from your loneliness or to satisfy a momentary lust, you men who need escape from other 
men, from the tough work, the merciless hours, the exactitudes of weather, the hurricane 
winds of commerce, the cold margins of your exile, you men who are in need of softer skin, 
kinder voices, deeper eyes, you men who are looking for a dark hole to sink into, for the kind of 
escape you wish a woman to be, think on this this: these whores, these sluts, these fallen 
women, these strippers and prostitutes, need to have killed something in themselves to allow 
you to even touch them, to get so close that your breaths collide and stink in the air around the 
terribly small things you both get from the exchange, the relief that is not relief; the money that 
is not money. 
 
To the lonely men of the world, we concede a certain understanding.  Turn our heads. Find 
ourselves in the unblinking mirror. 
 

Long pause.  His cell phone rings.  He answers. 
 
Hi.  You’re home… 
 

Whispering to the audience… 
 
She’s home…. 
 
Then into his cell phone…. 
 
(Tenderly) It will be great to have you back.  See you shortly.  OK.  Luv ya. 
 

He moves to the kitchen table, straightens the chairs, gets a wet rag and wipes the table 
top, moves a few displaced items to their original position.  Goes to his man cave and 
from a cupboard pulls out a huge party balloon with the word “Welcome Home” printed 
on it which he hangs in the Kitchen where she will see it when she comes in the door.  

 
He goes back to his Man Cave and turns on the big screen TV and a new series of images 
appears.  The first images that appear are men at work. 

 
Men have trooped in armies large and small to lumber camps and mining camps and oil rigs, to 
the places between cities and towns to man the rail and road crews, we have scuppered 
through sewers and swept the streets; we have clamoured up the sky-scraping girders and 
floated upon the seas of the world to scoop fish from the deeps.  Men have run the big 
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machines that bring mankind the stuff that dreams are made - and not made of. We have 
slopped shit, tarred roofs, born the noise of monster engines digging and pushing at earth’s thin 
crust in the canyons of cities, on the mountain slopes, by the water’s edge and on the 
boundless prairie.  Men have done the hard work of our species, where might and muscle are 
the sine qua non of the human enterprise.  True, we have doctored and lawyered, engineered 
and architected and worn our proud white collars, but in vaster numbers, by far, men have 
taken on the thousands of other jobs men do, jobs settled for when all our dreams have proved 
unattainable, when we become what we become afterall.  Afterall. 
 

Long pause. Prison scenes… 
 
For reasons good and bad, right and wrong, men have, still do and always will, populate the 
fetid, urine-soaked, brutal prisons of the world, have endured long tortures at the hands of 
other men trained to inflict exquisite pain in the name of a perverse justice. 
 

Battle scenes…. 
 
Men have died by the 100s of millions in every corner of our little planet in battles and wars, 
their brains made meat and their flesh turned to the molecules and starry atoms of which we 
are made.  
 

Scenes of depression era migrations – men on trains etc., bread lines.  Scenes of Arctic 
and Antarctic expeditions.   

 
Men have sought purpose and meaning and scattered our bleached bones the world over, 
mothers, wives, girlfriends and children left in the bewilderness that we leave behind us, in the 
places where the sounds of the high-minded reasons we debate endlessly in our own heads are 
drowned-out by birdsong buoyed along the sunlit breezes that soon enough will envelope them 
in lives they will live without us.   Or with other men, tamed by time and female temper. 
 
Yes.  I am angry.  Angry at the gods for making men so dispensable and disposable yet useful in 
their tragedies and comedies.  I am angry because I am, by dint of my maleness, only partially 
visible to my wife and daughter and especially to my son who left this house rejecting mostly 
me, Clown-Professor, front man to a black and white world, out of tune with the music of the 
spheres he now juggles in his death-defying hands, another man out There.  
 
I wanted my hands, the hands I put on his shoulders when I begged him to listen to me that 
night he walked out, to transmit the speechless and cellular truths I now carry in my being.  I 
hear a dialogue between father and son, but each of us talks and we hear different things, while 
feeling an ancient frustration. 
 

Scenes of a starry cosmos…the alien space ship departs. 
 
In our doing and in our search for things rightfully to do  – for men define themselves by what 
we have done, are doing and have yet to do – some wondrous things have come to mother 
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earth…things so wondrous their magic almost obliterates the misdeeds which somehow, 
therefore, are easier to admit in this bigger picture.   
 

A cascade of images of famous paintings and sculptures, buildings, bridges, books, 
engines, jewels, culinary masterpieces, etc, ending with a spinning image of da Vinci’s 
Vetruvian Man, finally coming to a standstill on the TV screen, the upper wall and the 
refrigerator. 
 

I wish for my son and for my son’s son and all the sons to come, the power and joy of creation, 
not the shame and sorrow of destruction.  But I know these are also bound forever in their own 
double helix, inextricable and enduring. 

 
Sounds and noise from the alien space ship above and the mechanical words “Roger and 
out”, casting a spotlight on Roger standing still. 

 
Here is the sum of my little learning.  That to not be dispensable; to find meaning and purpose; 
to be of use, to find sustaining and penetrating love and affection, boys should not be raised by 
The Cloud or The Crowd or by a silly and ominous mess of peers.  Boys must be mentored into 
manhood by older, wiser men.  The baffled, blind confusions of boyhood, the momentous 
drives of instinct and habit, must come up against a wall of insistent and powerful expectations.  
And when he arrives at this point of unknowing, a boy must be guided by other men to the 
doors of perception, encouraged into courage, taught the willingness to make the passage to 
responsible manhood.  We must ask the boy to live at a higher level of consciousness, to 
understand his duties and to accept them, to absorb into his own being the virtue of giving unto 
others even at the expense of self.  And at the very root of his being – a root that will not stiffen 
and grow mean in the passage of time - to carry love – THE LOVE – of the other sex.  Of women. 
  

Roger wanders to the Man Cave, pondering, picks up a golf club, finds space and takes a 
swing. 

 
Able now. 
 

He inverts the club and uses it as a cane and effects the walk of an old man. 
 
Cane later. 
 
This aging thing is a strange bit of business. 
 

He looks up to where the alien ship had been.  We see images of old men on the TV 
screen, the upper wall, the refrigerator. 

 
If old age were to come suddenly upon us, we would feel alien to ourselves.  But really, it comes 
on us imperceptibly, as a moon-driven tide that has washed humanity clean since time 
immemorial.  I watched my dad grow old as Methuselah, adrift on a sea of memory that filled 
his rheumy eyes, ready to surrender his salts to Mother Earth, to return his atoms to Father 
Time, going gently, gently into that good night.  I love him for it. 
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And here I am, a little afraid of what’s to come, and wishing not for the continuing dialogue of 
sex and power, but for more years than I will be allowed so I can revel in my manhood. For 
myself, this is the only way after living long and stupid that I can return the love of the wife who 
challenged me to grow, to gain the respect of my daughter who will face her own challenges 
with boys and men in the obdurate landscape of YY, to be heard at last in my son’s memory 
once I am gone.   
 

Longish pause….looking at the boys in the audience. 
  
In truth, I should not presume to offer my little wisdom. But, I shall say my piece while you are 
fixed in your chair and disconnected from the NET which has you trapped, and the social media 
which are a bonfire of inanities.  
 
I have, for the first time in my life, stilled my soul to listen to the baseline thrum beneath the 
noise of the world, to hear that it is the noise of millions of men, each in a dialogue with his 
many selves, each man feeling unheard, all men unheard together.  For men, walking on the 
turning earth under moon and sun, it matters not what we say and feel.  Only what we do.  
 
On this stage and all the other stages we strive upon, when it comes to the hot, untouchable 
core of feeling, even the most erudite amongst us are strangely inarticulate: our doing is our 
inadequate expression. Here is the SEX of man. It is the force, poet Dylan says, that through the 
green fuse drives the flower…and is my destroyer. 
 
 Picking up the golf club again. 
 
Tiger, Tiger burning bright. 
Oh what is a man to do? 
One day you use your club to hit, 
One day the club hits you. 
Do not ask how, why or when. 
It’s par for the course with the club of men. 
 

Holding on to the club end he points the shaft end into the audience, a finger pointing. 
 
So, ask your deepest selves the ageless question again: what then is a Man? 
 
And in answer: let us find the well-spring of our adrenalized righteousness and drink of its 
lessons. 
  
In the closed circles of ghettos and gangs, in the primitive, creditless outbacks of the known 
world, in barracks and work camps, in our clanging, hardlife jails and prisons, on our fields of 
play and battle and business, in the roped-in ring and the chain-linked cage, and yes, Yes! in the 
embittered politics of village and State, men still resort to the atavistic codes of honour that 
were screwed into the marrow of our ancestor-fathers as they huddled with their precarious 
families in their fire lit caves, just surviving.  Honour imbues him with a necessary trust amongst 
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the other men and women of his tribe, but, in the violent surround, insulted or threatened, his 
honour reduces him to the binaries of fight or flight, of courage or cowardice, of win or lose, of 
your life or mine.  Even if we have learned, for civility’s sake, to constrain most male violence in 
the ritual of the Duel, the Game and the War, what do we do now?  For the old dichotomies are 
exploding as the suicide bomber says fuck your civilities and toggles the switch from life to 
death. 
 
We must now roll the boulder back into the mouth of the cave and let the crucified past rot into 
dust.  The beliefs that have divided us, in truth, come from divinities who want the best for us 
all, and their fathering selves are sorry that we have so misunderstood their deep desire.  Now 
they party on high and clink their glasses to a new accord that they hope will find a voice here 
in this place and every other place, but most especially when men engage in that deep inner 
dialogue with themselves that moves them to do and act. 
 
So, what is a Man? 
 
I hear my own fathers’ voices and those of all their gods, at last.   
 
To be a Man is to become a defender of everyone’s boundaries, a warrior for justice, and a king 
of wisdom who is able and determined to mentor and discipline the children at his very own 
knees.  To be a Man is to be a great, committed and loving son, brother, husband, father and 
friend. When such a Man dies, then and only then, can he claim the glory of being a righteous, 
happy and holy ghost, alive in time and space, down the line of his generations. 
 

Long pause.  Two beeps from a car horn beyond the kitchen door.  The image of a taxi 
light appears dimly on the refrigerator. 

 
She’s home friends. 
 

Moving closer to the audience…sotto voce 
 
And my world is right again! 
 

He turns, walks to the kitchen door, opens it and as he goes out you can hear him say 
down the driveway 

 
Hey stranger!  Let me help with those… 
 

Fade to black…then as the theatre lights come back up, the big screen TV comes on with 
a video of weird and funny outtakes from the play’s rehearsals showing while Percy 
Sledge sings “When a Man Loves a Woman”. 


